Main problems associated with obtaining informed consent of cardiology patients for participation in scientific studies: Focus on acute care
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Abstract

In the era of evidence based medicine, progress in cardiology requires continuous inflow of scientific data that support new standards and newly-formulated hypotheses. However, cardiologic research should adhere to the same ethical principles as studies in any other discipline. The aim of this paper is to review current issues that raise most concerns and ethical problems in cardiologic research. Important cardiology-specific ethical issue is the research on acute coronary syndromes. Life-threatening conditions markedly impair patient’s assessment of the situation and put constant time pressure on treating physician. Therefore, the patient is capable of only simple choices between expressing non-informed consent and lack thereof. One can hardly determine if recruitment of study participants represents a sufficient reason for disruption in one’s autonomy. Achieving this objective will not be possible without progress in science and involvement of patients, who should be active participants through expressing their informed consent for participation in research.

Introduction

Cardiology is one of the most dynamic and variable medical disciplines. As such it stimulates continuous development of novel technologies, diagnostic and therapeutic modalities, which is reflected by constantly updated guidelines on patient management. In the era of evidence based medicine, progress in cardiology requires continuous inflow of scientific data that support new standards and newly-formulated hypotheses. As any other healthcare specialists, cardiologists are expected to adhere to highly standardized diagnostic and therapeutic guidelines that are developed by international consensus groups on the basis of evidence from large clinical trials. A search of the international clinical trial registry run by the U.S. National Institutes of Health returned 2,024 hits for the term “cardiology” [1]. The application of such guidelines for treatment of individual patients always requires good clinical judgment and discretion, and, first and foremost, commitment to ethical standards [2]. Apart from the evidence-based guidelines, management of cardiologic patients should be also based on the principles of professional morality expressed in internationally recognized documents (e.g. Good Clinical Practice (GCP) and country-specific Codes of Medical Ethics. However, application of the ethical principles to a highly variable population of cardiologic patients, including both pediatric and geriatric subjects, who may require either immediate intervention (e.g. in the case of sudden cardiac arrest or myocardial infarction) or treatment of a chronic condition (e.g. end-stage heart failure), becomes highly challenging. Moreover, discussing ethical issues in cardiology, one should consider specific character of clinical studies in this discipline. Nevertheless, cardiologic research should adhere to the same ethical principles as studies in any other discipline of clinical medicine. The aim of this paper is to review current issues that raise most concerns and ethical problems in cardiologic research.

General problems

One can hardly identify ethical issues that are highly specific for cardiology, as most of them raise a number of concerns in other medical disciplines as well. On the other hand, however, moral dilemma in cardiology are distinguished by the very nature of cardiac diseases, the treatment used and socially accepted assumptions related both to these diseases as well as to conceptualization of hearth as an image or symbol of human emotions etc. [3]. Accordingly, in our opinion, the list of cardiology-specific ethical problems includes care of pediatric patients and genetically predisposed individuals, readability and clarity of information presented in the informed consent forms, and scientific jargon that may be incomprehensible to a lay person [4-6]. The importance of the two latter issues was well documented in a study analyzing understanding of the informed consent process by participants of one randomized placebo controlled trial. As many as 98% of patients (among them individuals with cardiologic problems) were satisfied with the process of obtaining informed consent. However, most of them, irrespective of educational level, did not understand the role of randomization and the reason for placebo use [7]. This suggests that patients may create their own systems of comprehensibility assessment. Consequently, implementation of objective assessment criteria of the informed consent process seems of vital importance, as a...
Specific problems of cardiologic patients

The research on acute coronary syndromes, including ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), represents a cardiology-specific ethical issue. While the objectives of these studies do not require a test per se major ethical concerns, the right for obtaining informed consent for participation in such a trial from a patient who requires immediate intervention is less obvious [13]. Each consent can be put into question if a patient’s ability to ask questions was limited or if a physician was unable to address all the patient’s concerns. Such limitations undoubtedly apply to sudden medical conditions (the effects of the acute illness, time constraints, lack of limited access to family and other significant person etc.) [14]. Usually, a patient with myocardial infarction remains in a “gray zone” between resuscitation attempts and constructive discussion of a study protocol under stable conditions. For further considerations, let’s assume a situation of obtaining an informed consent for participation in a study which was approved by the Local Bioethics Committee and requires immediate enrollment of participants. Does a consent that was obtained under life-threatening conditions and time pressure really represent the informed consent? What a delay in the implementation of a guideline-recommended treatment can be accepted as a result of analysis of one’s eligibility to a study? These two questions have been asked for a long period of time. Modern technologies, as well as diagnostic and therapeutic guidelines on management of STEMI patients were developed as a result of a number of clinical trials that have been conducted for more than 20 years. The authors of these trials were well aware of the fact that time is crucial for the management of myocardial infarction. However, previous legal regulations of clinical trials did not address the issue of obtaining informed consent from an unconscious patient with a sudden medical condition. Therefore, clinicians used several avoidance techniques, such as refraining from this type of trials, skipping the informed consent process, or obtaining modified or provisional consent. Also an alternative form of a two-stage informed consent process, allowing continuation of a clinical trial with simultaneous protection of patient rights, was proposed [15]. The correctness of this latter attitude was verified several years later in a group of patients with myocardial infarction and unstable angina pectoris. The understanding of a study protocol and enrollment criteria of study participants represents a sufficient reason for disruption of benefits than of risks associated with a given trial [16], the use of informed refusal procedure was postulated [24], thus making the informed consent a virtually implied issue.

Life-threatening conditions, such as STEMI, markedly impair a patient’s assessment of the situation. Therefore, the patient is capable of only simple choices between expressing non-informed consent and lack thereof. One can hardly determine if recruitment of study participants represents a sufficient reason for disruption in one’s autonomy. Undoubtedly, among the ethical rules, which are supported by the principle of the respect for autonomy, the rule “Obtain the consent for any intervention with patient” plays a crucial role in the contemporary medicine [14]. On the other hand, it should be emphasized that so called expressed or explicit consent is, though paradigmatic, the only one among different ways to obtain patient’s consent. Cardiologists are under constant pressure to reduce incidence and mortality rates of cardiovascular conditions as the main cause of fatal outcomes worldwide. Achieving this objective will not be possible without progress in science and involvement of patients, who should be active participants of the process through expressing their informed consent for participation in research.
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